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We are here to assist you in building your brand.

In an effort to better familiarize you with some of our most popular items, we developed this booklet.  It will also help 
you with selling ideas and useful statistics. Our goal is to help you learn about our products and their uses, and most 
vimportantly why choosing to share your message and tell your story with these items is a great investment in your 
brand.

Please take a look at the pages that follow and make some notes as you go. When you’re ready to order, your rep will 
be able to answer any questions you may have. Talk to you soon!

Sanitizer
and PPE
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

HS102 1oz Antibacterial Hand Sanitizer

We are one of the only FDA Medical Registered Facilities in the industry. 
Plus, our products are Union printed our sanitizer has a fresh citrus scent, 
and with our competitive prices you’ll get the best product at an incredible 
savings!

Starting at $1.50 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ. 

Promotional Products ProTip: Price decreases as quantity
purchased increases. The more you buy, the more you save!

SP118 Hand Sanitizer Gel Pack

These single use hand sanitizer packets are ideal for outdoor 
events, to have on-hand inside restaurants, and to give away 
at any time hand washing options are not readily available. 
Gel is made in the USA with soothing aloe to help keep skin 
moisturized. 

Starting at $0.78 per piece, 500 pcs MOQ. 
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

HS111 2oz Antibacterial Hand Sanitizer

When used as the CDC recommends a 2oz bottle of sanitizer 
should give you approximately 20 uses, making this handy bottle 
great to keep in a purse, briefcase, or diaper bag to keep your 
hands clean on the go.

Starting at $1.50 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ. 

NEED IT FAST?

Ask about out rush program! 
When your need sanitizer or other 
items in a pinch, we can help! 
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

HS807 Gallon Sanitizer

1 Gallon Antibacterial Hand Sanitizer packaged for use in 
offices and commercial buildings. You have the option of a 
stock or custom printed label. Ships with a standard twist 
cap, but the pump is shown in the photo at the right can be 
added for a small fee.  Sanitizer Filled in the USA,  Meets 
FDA Guidelines. 62% Alcohol. This product is produced 
domestically at our facility.  

Starting at $49.99 per gallon and 12 pcs MOQ

Totable!Totally

HS109-CB3 Sanitizer + Balm Tottle

Our high quality, citrus scent sanitizer and our
best selling chap balm in one!  Have a sponsorship
scenario and looking for something multiple brands
can share? This is a functional item that people
will carry with them and use on the go, over and
over again!

Minimum is 150 sets and pricing starts at $2.85 each
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

Add a strap!

As an option to many of our sanitizers, you can choose to add a silicone 
strap to your order. They come unassembled, but give the user the option 
to carry their sanitizer with them attached to a purse, belt loop, and more. 
Straps are available in Black, Blue, Red, and White. Item # HS23-STRAP

SP114 Billboard Cap Sanitizer Spray

Make a lasting impression and kill germs at the same time. This 
fun and functional product features two imprint areas and allows 
you to personalize both the body and clip of the sanitizer. You can 
send in your unique art for the clip, or choose something from our 
stock art library to use at no additional cost!

Starting at $1.50 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ

Promotional Products ProTip: Promotional products are a great 
alternative to the paper business card. Create artwork that is 
memorable and consider adding a call to action such as a coupon 
or special offer.

Hand sanitizer can be used for giveaways at health fairs, 5ks,
in offices, at schools and universities, and more!
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

CCS106 12ml/0.4oz Mini Credit Card Sanitizer

Eliminate germs whether at home or on the go
with this mini credit card, antibacterial hand sanitizer
spray. This sanitary accessory comes in a 12ml/0.4oz size
that’s perfect for pockets and purses!

Starting at $1.50 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ. 

Promotional Products ProTip: This item comes in a number of
different colors and can be imprinted using three different
imprint methods. Connect with a rep to see which is best for you!

CCS101 20ml/0.98oz Credit Card Sized Sanitizer

Larger size that above, but just as convenient! Item contains
20ml/0.67oz of sanitizer. Larger size gives you a bigger imprint area
to work with plus it’s available in nine different colors!

Starting at $1.40 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ.

impressionMake a lasting
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SANITIZERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching SANITIZER at tekweld.com

KIT4-HS403 4-Pack of 2 oz Sanitizer

Travel Ready in resealable packaging. Includes four 2 oz hand
sanitizer at 62% ethyl alcohol . Choose from: Blue Berry,
Clear Citrus, or Green Apple. Clear, white, or metallic decals
available. 

Starting at $7.30 per piece, 150 pcs MOQ.

Need more options? This product is available in a number of
different size sanitizers and is also available in packs of 
five, six, or seven depending on product size. Customize your
kit for maximum effectiveness!

Tell more of your story
Add sanitizer to a TekBook!

See Page 15
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MASKS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching MASK at tekweld.com

Billboards

Youth Sizes

Masks 
are walking

Decorate accordingly!

BROOKLYN MASK
W/ 1-COLOR IMPRINT

BROOKLYN MASK
W/ FULL COLOR  IMPRINT

Selling to schools, events, and other facilities
that might require smaller masks?

Ask us about our

Our masks are available with either a one or full color imprint. The single color imprint
is suitable for most occasions, however if your budget allows, consider a getting

creative with a full-color imprint. This can be a full color logo, photograph, 
or something from our stock image gallery. If you need ideas, we are happy to assist!
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GAITERS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching MASK at tekweld.com MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching GAITER at tekweld.com

Our masks are available with either a one or full color imprint. The single color imprint
is suitable for most occasions, however if your budget allows, consider a getting

creative with a full-color imprint. This can be a full color logo, photograph, 
or something from our stock image gallery. If you need ideas, we are happy to assist!

GAITER100 Neck Gaiter/Shield Scarf

Our gaiter can be worn as a bandanna, face shield, neck gaiter, 
sun guard, hairband, scrunchie, armband, wristband, scarf, neck 
warmer, or used as a rally towel. The stretchable and breathable 
polyester material is lightweight and comfortable, yet it wicks away 
moisture in the heat and insulates against cold when the weather 
turns.

Price includes full color, full coverage dye sublimation, so
consider a fun design or a step and repeat pattern.

Starting at $5.47 per piece, 50 pcs MOQ.

Ask about #GAITER-OVS. Minimum quantity is 2500 pcs.
The production time can be up to 60 days,  however
you’ll be able to save 30 - 50% more money.

time
Want to save some money
and have some

to wait?

HOW TO WEAR
ENDLESS STYLES POSSIBILITIES!

FACE SHIELD

ESKIMO

PIRATE

BANDANNA

BALACLAVA

BEANIE

NECK GAITER

SAHARIANE

HEADBAND

WRISTBAND

DO-RAG

PONYTAIL
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DECALS

MORE OPTIONS  See all options by searching DECAL at tekweld.com

Social Distancing Floor Decals

Stay Safe Floor/Window Decal. Remove off the roll and apply
indoor or outdoor on floors, windows, and smooth wall surfaces. 
Utilize stock artwork or use your own. Includes full-color process.

DECAL-008  Starting at $5.99 per piece, 10 pcs MOQ. 
DECAL-010  Starting at $6.25 per piece, 10 pcs MOQ. 
DECAL-012  Starting at $6.50 per piece, 10 pcs MOQ. 

AVAILABLE SIZES

       DECAL-008  8” x  8”
       DECAL-010  10” x  10”
       DECAL-012  12” x  12”

A number of businesses have gotten creative
when it comes to measuring out 6 feet. 

24 cups of coffee, 12 cell phones. . . how can 
you remind people to stay 6 feet apart in a unique way?

Measuring DISTANCE
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TOOLS

MORE OPTIONS  See all products by visiting our website at tekweld.com

KEY200 Stainless Steel No Touch Tool w/ Stylus

PERFECT ZERO-TOUCH GADGET TO PREVENT GERMS – Hands-Free Door 
Opener Tool is designed to keep you safe and stop the spread by limiting 
exposure to infected surfaces in day-to-day activities. COMFORTABLE, 
COMPACT & DURABLE – can hook  or attach easily in pockets, belt straps, 
bags or purses and a small hole for a key chain or carabiner.

150 pcs MOQ. Starting at $3.50 per piece 

KEY100 Tek Klean Key

We’ve got the key to keeping things germ free! The Tek Klean Key 
is an antimicrobial plastic Touch Tool. This product’s antimicrobial 
additive helps prevent the growth of bacteria, fungi, and mildew.
 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL: The Tek Klean Key serves as a sanitary
door opener and button pusher tool to help the user limit
exposure to potentially contaminated surfaces.

150 pcs MOQ. Starting at $1.30 per piece
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TOOLS

MORE OPTIONS  See all products by visiting our website at tekweld.com MORE OPTIONS  See all products by visiting our website at tekweld.com

GC-KEY100 Greeting Card w/ Key

Folded Greeting Cards have full-color capabilities and are ready to help
you sell your story. The best part? They can be sent as a direct mail
piece with a flat product like our Klean Key and No Touch Tools!

250 pcs MOQ. Starting at $4.15 per piece

ProTip: A product like this offers multiple imprint areas making it great
for sponsorship and co-branding opportunities.

A promotional product only has so much space to share
a message or tell a story, so why not add on a TekBook?

A TekBook offers you a number of products to choose from in
addition to a blank canvas on which you can print
information about your company. You can also include ways
for people to engage with your brand such as scannable
QR codes, coupons, contact information, promo codes and more.

Design your own, or use our stock art. The choice is up to you!

TekBookADD A
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Essential
PRODUCTS
The best promotional
products are made
from the products
people use every day. 
We never could have
guessed that PPE
would become such
an important part
of our lives, but great 
messaging on great
products can at least
help make the best of a
less-than-great situation.
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PPE KITS

MORE OPTIONS  See all by visiting the PPE section at tekweld.com

KIT129D Mesh Bag + Sublimated Mask

Our best selling mask kitted with a convenient carry bag! 
Mesh Bag features zipper closure and carabiner. This 
portable pouch is easy to carry and helps you store your 
mask when not in use. Simply clip onto your key chain, 
belt, purse, or backpack when you’re on the go.

75 pcs MOQ. Starting at $7.23 per piece

KIT125A Essential Protection Kit

This kit has a unique combination of items to provide 
an extra layer of protection to keep you safe and stop 
the spread by limiting exposure to environmental 
transmission in day-to-day activities. Perfect for anyone 
looking to fight germs anywhere at any time.

75 pcs MOQ. Starting at $11.50 per piece

This is just three of more than 30 pre-made kits you can 
choose from. We can even help you create your own.

Have something in mind that you don’t
see here? Just ask and we’ll get you more info!

so muchTHERE IS

MORE!

KIT126 Travel PPE on the go Kit

Travel Ready in resealable packaging. Includes a 2-ply 
fabric mask, 1/2 oz hand sanitizer at 62% ethyl alcohol 
content to kill 99% of germs, and antimicrobial plastic 
touch tool. Sanitizer meets FDA requirements and CDC 
recommendations for preventing the spread of germs. 
The Tek Klean Key serves as a sanitary door opener and 
button pusher tool to help the user limit exposure to 
potentially contaminated surfaces.

75 pcs MOQ. Starting at $9.50 per piece
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BY BUDGET
SMALL BUDGET, BIG VALUE

UNDER $5.00

UNDER $15.00

BEST SELLERS

SP105

KIT129A KIT126 KIT124

KIT123A KIT6-HS110MASK100

HS505

HS402

SP144 HS110 TB-CCS101
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RESOURCES

We hope you’ve enjoyed browsing 
our PPE offerings and want to keep 
the conversation going. 

Please take a look at our website
to see our complete product list,
get images for your social media
feeds and connect with us
on social media.

Finally, if you have any questions
or need additional resources, 
we’re always here to help. Please
call, email or send us a message
anytime.

Stay
connected

WEBSITE:  TEKWELD.COM
LIFESTYLE IMAGES: TEKWELD.PIXIESET.COM 
SOCIAL MEDIA:



Stay Well

FOR MORE ITEMS AND SELLING IDEAS, 
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE  ASI:90807 PPAI:266346 SAGE:67569
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